The Attain Security Module Library™
Heightened Security for Mobile App Data

To support the psychological health

and wellbeing of soldiers, veterans, and their
families, Attain is developing mobile and
web-based applications for the Web & Mobile
Technology Branch (formerly the Telehealth
and Technology [T2] Center of Excellence)
within the Solution Delivery Division (SDD) at
the Defense Health Agency (DHA). To date,
more than 24 applications have been created.
Available in the open market, the apps are
popular with users, as evidenced by the more
than 5 million downloads and average 3.9
Google Play and 4.0 iTunes user ratings.

Given the amount of personally identifiable
information (PII) and protected health
information (PHI) for the soldiers and veterans
using DHA’s applications, data security is of
paramount importance. To address these
security concerns, Attain implemented a
portable, easily extensible Security Module
Library based on the Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2 issued
by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). The library provides
enhanced security for data transferred or
stored on mobile devices, regardless of the
mobile platform (iOS or Android).
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Among the applications that save or

transmit data, and thus employ the Attain-developed
FIPS compliant security modules, are:
• BioZen (Android only)
• Breathe2Relax
• LifeArmor
• PE (Physical Education) Coach
• Positive Activity Jackpot (Android only)
• Provider Resilience
• T2 Mood Tracker
• Virtual Hope Box
• mTBI (mild Traumatic Brain Injury) (iOS only)
Recognized by AFCEA Bethesda with a 2016
InnovateIT award (Security Forerunner), Attain’s
Security Module Library consists of two modules:
1. The Crypto Module, which encrypts and decrypts
raw data and files
2. The SQLCipher1 Module, which facilitates securing
databases used within apps
The diagram depicted below shows how mobile apps
interface with these modules and how these modules
interface with a FIPS compatible OpenSSL library.
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T2 FIPS Library enforces policy requirments:
• File Integrity Chain
• Documentation and record-keeping requirmeents
• Build tool invocation control
• Run-time power-up and self tests

The Crypto Module offers the option to use an

internally secured auto-generated cryptographic
PIN. This unique solution generates a cryptographic
PIN without input from the user and is digested into
multiple parts of the module for secure storage. This
process reduces the chances of guessing the PIN from
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In addition, the Crypto Module includes unique
methods to implement a secure password and a
security questions authentication system that can
locally secure an app from intrusion. These methods
include a convenient secure password and question
authentication system that handles the initialization,
authorization, and manipulation of a secure password
and question system without the need to access a
web service and account. Not requiring internet access
prevents opportunities for malicious actors to access
personal information.

The SQLCipher module contains functions
to initialize secured database instances in an app.
This module can cryptographically secure database
instances, facilitate the configuration and maintenance
of database instances, and handle database data
transactions.

The Attain Security Module Library is
now the base security platform for all
of SDD’s mobile products, including
applications that are in development.
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personal information leakage and protects the PIN
from being obtained from the device’s memory, logs or
other methods. Nevertheless, the FIPS Crypto module
can always reconstruct the pin from its digested parts
and use it in its cryptographic methods.

The Attain Security Module Library is now the base
security platform for all of SDD’s mobile products,
including applications that are in development. The
use of these security modules relieves developers
of the burden of ensuring that the entire myriad of
requirements necessary for FIPS compatibility are
met. The alternative to using such a library is “private
label” certification, which is extremely costly and can
take months to complete. Following the guidelines
set forth by NIST, products using the Web and Mobile
Technology Security Module Library can be referred to
as “FIPS compliant.”
Attain’s Security Module Library can easily be applied
to other federal mobile apps. The portable nature of
the library alleviates the heavy lifting for developers
to ensure all FIPS compatibility requirements are met,
saving both time and money.

SQLCipher is an open source product by Zetetic, LLC.
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